
FEBCO 
860/ LF860/ 860U

880/ 880U/ 880V/ LF880V
SIZE
1/2”, 3/4”,1”, 1 1/4”, 1 1/2”, 2”, 2 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”
DESCRIPTION
This is a reduced pressure assembly.  The 1/2”-2” sizes began production in 1997.  The body 
is made of bronze and utilizes an in-line modular check design.  In 2010 a LF860 model 
was introduced in sizes 1/2”-2” which was constructed of lead free bronze.  The checks are 
accessed from a single cover on the top.  The check modules are made of glass filled noryl.  
The relief valve utilizes an internal relief valve sensing line.  The model 860U incorporates a 
union end ball valve on the 860.  The 880 in sizes 1/2”-2” utilizes an N shape piping on the 
end of the model 860.  The 880U incorporates a union end ball valve on the end of a model 
880.  Production on sizes 2 1/2”-10” began in 1993.  The check body is made of ductile iron 
which is fused epoxy coated.  Check springs are contained when the cover is removed.   
Check seats are replaceable.   The internal check mechanism is a swing check design with 
the internal parts made mostly of bronze.  The check disc utilizes a vulcanized clapper plate 
design of elastomer seal.  The relief valve is attached to the check body by a flange.  The RV 
body is made of bronze.  The RV spring is contained when the RV cover is removed but  
spring tension must be released for proper repair.  The three different models (860,880,880V) 
utilize similar repair parts for the components of the assembly.  The 860 model is a straight 
horizontal configuration.  The 880 is known as the N shape.  The piping comes up from the 
bottom on the inlet and goes down out of the outlet to give it a compact installation feature.  
The 880V is a vertically oriented assembly where the piping comes up into the inlet and then 
goes horizontally through the check mechanisms.  The outlet continues to go up out of the 
outlet check to give it a vertical orientation.  In 2011 the LF 860 and  LF880V were intro-
duced. The body is made of a fused epoxy coated ductile iron.  The internal check mechanism 
was changed to a lead free design made of stainless steel or other lead free materials.  The 
internal check utilizes a silicone disc instead of the vulcanized clapper plate as in the 860 and 
880 design.  The relief valve body was changed from bronze to epoxy coated ductile iron.
BASIC REPAIR KIT
The kit contains clapper plates or discs, rolling diaphragm and O-rings

      860  880/880V LF860     LF880      AIR GAP
 SIZE  KIT NO   KIT NO         KIT NO   KIT NO     DRAIN
 1/2”-3/4” 905355        -            -  905358
 1”  905356        -          -  905358
 1 1/4”-2” 905357        -          -  905359
 2 1/2”-3” 905187    905227 905535     905535 905213
 4”  905188    905228 905566     905566 905213
 6”  905189    905229 905579     905579 905213
 8”  905190    905190 905580     905580 905213
 10”  905190    905191 905580     905580 905213
IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Variable installation configuration
~Ductile iron body
~Fused epoxy coated
~Contained check spring
~Replaceable seats
~External RV sensing line
~Factory repair information enclosed
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